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Abstract
We study the ability of neural networks to steer or control trajectories of dynamical
systems on graphs. In particular, we introduce a neural-network control (NNC)
framework, which represents dynamical systems by neural ordinary different
equations (neural ODEs), and find that NNC can learn control signals that drive
networked dynamical systems into desired target states. To identify the influence of
different target states on the NNC performance, we study two types of control: (i)
microscopic control and (ii) macroscopic control. Microscopic control minimizes
the L2 norm between the current and target state and macroscopic control minimizes
the corresponding Wasserstein distance. We find that the proposed NNC framework
produces low-energy control signals that are highly correlated with those of optimal
control. Our results are robust for a wide range of graph structures and (non-)linear
dynamical systems.
1 Introduction
The control of dynamical processes on networks [47, 46] is a challenging task with various ap-
plications in engineering, biology, and the social sciences [6, 61]. Mathematically, systems are
“controllable” if they can be steered from any initial state x(t0) to any desired state x∗ in finite
time 1. Many real-world systems are difficult to control due their intricate dynamics and structural
properties, such as small-word effects [74], heavy-tail degree distributions [63, 5], community struc-
ture [29], and small diameters [23, 42]. Dynamical processes on networks are common tools to
model a wide range of real-world phenomena including information-transfer and opinion dynam-
ics [21, 11, 12, 34], epidemic spreading [13, 3, 10], synchronization [64, 78], and (financial) distress
propagation [22]. Continuous-time dynamics on complex networks can be described by different
frameworks including Chapman–Kolmogorov- [73], Fokker–Planck- [54], stochastic differential- [1],
and ordinary-differential equations (ODEs) [16, 31, 7]. In this work, we focus on ODE formulations
of dynamical processes on graphs since these are among the most common models of network
dynamics [62].
1 Note that some references use the term “reachable” for what we call “controllable” [4] or mean by
“controllable” that it is possible to find some external input function that drives a dynamical system to the
origin [14].
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An analytical condition for the controllability of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems was derived by
Kalman in the 1960s [36] and is known today as Kalman’s rank criterion. In 1969, Popov, Belevitch,
and Hautus [33] introduced another controllability test for LTI systems that relies on an eigenvalue
problem. In the 1970s, the study of graph-theoretic maximum matching problems, which focus on
the identification of the minimum number of control nodes, inspired the formulation of a structural
controllability condition [43]. More recently, different large-scale social, technical, and biological
networks were analyzed from a network controllability perspective [47]. Later it has been shown
that the minimum number of control nodes is not fully determined by the degree distribution of the
underlying network [20]. Note that the problem of finding a minimum set of control (i.e., driver)
nodes for general graphs is NP-hard [58]. Moreover, the structural controllability conditions of
Ref. [47] imply that 80% of nodes have to be controlled in gene regulatory networks, contradicting
corresponding empirical findings [55]. A specific challenge for the control of networked dynamical
systems is that the controllability properties of a dynamical process defined on the edges of a network
significantly differ from those of nodal dynamics [56]. The authors of Ref. [69] outlined that the
structural problem of finding the minimal set of driver nodes has (sub)-modular properties. Their
findings were later corrected and supplemented [59, 70]. Furthermore, Ref. [77] addresses the
important issue of the amount of energy that is needed to control LTI systems and identifies scaling
laws for the lower and upper energy bounds. To solve general non-linear optimal control problems,
two main approaches are used: (i) Pontryagin’s maximum principle [49, 37, 51] and (ii) Bellman’s
(approximate) dynamic programming [80, 25, 8, 71, 39].
In this paper, we propose a neural-network control (NNC) framework, that uses a neural-ODE
representation of an underlying dynamical system with control signals on graphs (see Fig. 1). In
Sec. 2, we provide an overview of concepts from dynamical systems and control theory and formulate
conditions for the learnability of neural control functions. In Sec. 3, we introduce our neural-network
control (NNC) framework. To validate the applicability of NNC, we apply it to different linear and
non-linear dynamics in Sec. 4. Finally in Sec. 5, we discuss our results and conclude.
2 Dynamical Systems on Graphs and Control
A graph (i.e., network) G(V,E) is an ordered pair, where V and E ⊆ V × V are the corresponding
sets of |V | = N nodes and edges. Throughout this paper, without loss of generality, we study
dynamical systems on undirected networks with unweighted edges and an adjacency-matrix A,
which has non-zero elements Aij if and only if nodes i and j are connected.
We describe networked dynamical systems by ODEs of the form
x˙(t) = f (x(t),A,u(t)) , (1)
where x(t) ∈ RN denotes the state vector and u(t) ∈ RM (M ≤ N ) an external control. We
use Newton’s dot notation for differentiation x˙(t), which is equivalent to Leibniz’s notation ddtx(t).
The function f in Eq. (1) accounts for both (time-dependent) interactions between nodes and the
influence of external control signals on the evolution of x(t). In principle, Eq. (1) can be solved
numerically, for instance using an explicit Euler scheme: For some given state x(t) at time t, the
state of the system at time t + ∆t is x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆t f (x(t),u(t)). Apart from an Euler
forward integration scheme, there exist many more numerical methods [68] to solve Eq. (1). We
use the expression ODESolve(x(t), t, T, f,u(t)) to indicate a generic ODE solver that uses the right-
hand side of Eq. (1) as input and computes x(T ) for a given x(t) if T > t. In Sec. 4, we employ
Dormand–Prince, Adams–Bashford, and Runge–Kutta schemes as our ODESolve methods. One
specific example of networked dynamical systems with a wide range of applications are binary-state
dynamics on graphs
x˙i(t) = L(xi(t)) +
N∑
j=1
Ai,jQ(xi(t), xj(t)), (2)
where L(xi(t)) describes self-interactions and Q(xi(t), xj(t)) accounts for pair-wise interactions
between neighbours. Note that we omit control the control signal u(t) in Eq. (2) for notational
simplicity. With appropriate choices of functions L(·) and Q(·), the ODE system Eq. (2) can
model [7] epidemic processes, biochemical dynamics, birth–death processes, and regulatory dynamics.
In this context, xi(t) represents the infectiousness level, reactant concentration, population, and gene
expression level at node i.
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Linear Time-Invariant Systems. For a broad range of systems such as (quantum) random walks [57,
18], search algorithms [60, 30], and social interactions [21, 11, 12, 34], it is possible to rewrite Eq. (1)
in terms of networked linear time-invariant (LTI) systems x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) where A ∈ RN×N
is a matrix that represents interactions between nodes (e.g., traffic/information flow and social ties)
and B ∈ RN×M is a driver matrix that connects control signals with corresponding nodes. The
outlined problem setting is known as the control problem of LTI systems [14].
Optimal Control. For LTI systems, it is possible to derive an optimal control (OC) [47] that
minimizes the energy E[u(t)] =
∫ t
0
‖u(t)‖22 dt, where ‖·‖2 denotes the L2 norm. For more details,
see Sec. S1.1. Although analytical solutions of the outlined control problem exist for LTI systems [77],
calculating numerical approximations of Eq. (S4) may involve numerical instabilities and can be
computationally expensive for large systems. Numerical methods are also required for general
non-linear ODE systems, which do not have analytic tractable solutions of optimal control signals.
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Figure 1: Schematic of different con-
trol approaches.
One possibility to solve non-linear control problems is Pontrya-
gin’s maximum principle [49, 37, 51], which is based on varia-
tional calculus and transforms the original infinite-dimensional
control problem to a boundary-value problem in a Hamiltonian
framework. The downside of this approach is that the result-
ing boundary-value problems are often very difficult to solve.
An alternative to variational methods is provided by Bellman’s
dynamic programming, which relies on the Hamilton–Jacobi–
Bellman (HJB) equation. Given a quadratic loss on the con-
trol input, the HJB equation can be transformed into a partial-
differential equation (PDE) [25]. Dynamic programming and
Pontryagin’s maximum principle are connected through the
viscosity solutions of the aforementioned PDEs [80]. However,
in most cases, the HJB equation is hard to solve [8] and does
not admit smooth solutions [26]. Most reinforcement-learning-based controls [71] rely on optimizing
the HJB equation and can be viewed as an approximation of the dynamic programming [39] approach.
Driver node selection. Before controlling a certain system, we need to identify the set of driver
nodes that are able to fully control the dynamics on a graph. Usually, we are interested in a problem
of finding a minimum set of driver nodes, which is equivalent to the graph-theoretical problems of
maximum matching or minimum edge dominating sets [19, 76]. However, for general graphs finding
the maximum matching set is NP-hard [28, 58]. In our NNC framework, we determine driver nodes
according to the maximum matching method described in Ref. [47]. We denote the set of driver nodes
by B ⊆ V , with cardinality M . The corresponding driver matrix is B = δij∈B ∈ RN×M , where δij
is the Kronecker delta.
Although literature is rich in studies on identifying driver node placement on graphs, there is
considerably fewer work which addresses a way how to (efficiently) find control inputs for large-scale
graph dynamics. The NNC framework that we propose can be used to control both linear and
non-linear graph dynamical systems with different loss functions. Our approach is of particular
relevance for control problems with unknown and intractable optimal control functions. It is based
on universal approximation theorems for the approximation of continuous-time control functions
with neural networks and learns control inputs directly from the dynamics. Finally, contrary to other
optimal control approaches [77, 25, 49, 37, 51], we do not impose a control energy constraint directly
on our optimization loss function, improving the learning efficiency.
3 Neural-Network Control
3.1 Learnability of Neural Control for LTI Systems
As reachability of a target state x∗ from an initial state x(t0) implies the existence of a control
function u(t), we now focus on the question whether u(t) can be learned (i.e., approximated) by a
neural network.
Corollary 1. Given that (i) a target state x∗ is reachable with continuous time dynamics f(x,u)
(see Eq. (1)) and (ii) the control function u(t) is continuous or Lebesque integrable in its domain, a
neural network for which a corresponding universal approximation theorem applies can approximate
a control function uˆ(t;w)→ u(t) by learning parametersw.
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Corollary 2. In LTI systems, existence and learnability of a control function are guaranteed for any
pair of initial and target states (x(t0),x∗) given that the Kalman-rank condition is satisfied.
In practice, Corollary 2 implies that control inputs for LTI systems should be learnable regardless of
the choice of initial and target states. Furthermore, LTI systems are controllable for arbitrary time
T > 0 [2], further reducing the choice of parameters for experimental evaluation. For more details
on the learnability of control functions, see Sec. S1.2.
3.2 Neural ODE Control
As outlined in Corollary 1 and Refs. [15, 35, 79, 9], it is possible to use neural networks to learn an
approximation uˆ of a control function u. Neural ODEs [17] allow us to approximate a continuous
time interaction and express the control function uˆ(t;w) as a parameterized neural network (see
Fig. 2). For any neural-network architecture, we summarize our NNC approach in Algorithms 1
and 2.
Algorithm 1: A generic algorithm that de-
scribes the parameter learning of NNC.
Result: w
1 Init:: x0 ,w, f(·), ODESolve(·), J(·),x∗,use_adjoint;
2 Params:: η, epoch;
3 epoch← 0;
4 while epoch < epochs do
5 t← 0 ;
6 x ← x0 ;
// Generate a trajectory based on NNC.
7 x ← ODESolve(x, 0, T, f, uˆ(x, t;w));
// Generic Quasi-Newton update
8 w ← w − ηH−1∇wJ(x,x∗)
9 end
Algorithm 2: A simple ODESolve implementa-
tion.
1 Function ODESolve(x, t, T , f , uˆ(x, t;w)):
// Euler Method
2 while t ≤ T do
// Computational graph is
// preserved through time
// gradients flow through x
3 uˆ ← uˆ(x, t;w);
4 x ← x + τf(x,u);
// Step τ could be adapted
5 t← t+ τ(t);
6 end
7 return x;
8 end
Below, we discuss the relationship between loss function and possible target states in terms of two
types of loss functions: (i) microscopic loss and (ii) macroscopic loss.
Microscopic Loss. The aim of this type of control is to steer the state of each node towards the
corresponding value of the target state vector x∗ at time t. It can be implemented by minimizing the
differences between individual entries of the current and target state vector. One possible loss-function
choice is the mean-square error J(x(t),x∗) = 1N ‖x(t)− x∗‖22. Microscopic control is a common
tool in industrial applications and may be used to steer electric and mechanical systems [44]. Since
there may exist several control trajectories u(t) that can reach the target state x∗, the action cost (e.g.,
“energy”) might also be considered when selecting the optimal trajectory.
Figure 2: NNC: Control is
learned within the ODES-
olver.
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Macroscopic Loss. For the control of certain complex systems,
it is more realistic to constrain the target state by a macroscopic
property [66, 6] (e.g., the distributions of node states in the sys-
tem). In order to characterize the loss with respect to a macro-
scopic target, we use a variant of the Wasserstein metric over
empirical distributions [40]. For a sequence of ordered elements
x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xN with xi ∈ R and y1 ≤ y2 ≤ . . . ≤ yN
with yi ∈ R, we associate the corresponding empirical distribu-
tions α(x) = 1N
∑
i δ(x− xi), β(y) = 1N
∑
i δ(y − yi), where
δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function. For empirical distribu-
tions, the p-Wasserstein metric Wp(α, β) can be obtained via
Wp(α, β)
p = 1N
∑N
i |xi − yi|p, which is essentially the Lp
norm of two vectors of the same size with ordered values. For
a vector x of node states, we denote the corresponding macro-
scopic property vector by x˜. Its elements are sorted in an as-
cending way, i.e. x˜i ≤ x˜i+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1). We can now define the macroscopic loss
J(x(t), x˜∗) = 1N ‖x˜(t)− x˜∗‖
2
2, which corresponds to the 2-Wasserstein metric [40] of two em-
4
pirical distributions associated with the elements of state vector x(t) at time t and macroscopic target
x˜∗.
NNC architectures. Our experiments indicate that large numbers of non-smooth activations,
large learning rates, and the absence of mechanisms to smooth loss functions, often lead to ei-
ther stiff ODE trajectories or problems of neural networks to learn control inputs due to large
losses. Designing an appropriate training routine and choosing appropriate activation functions
is essential for high-performance NNCs. After hyper-parameter optimization, we designed two
architectures for our experiments: (i) a time dependent fully connected control model uˆ(t) for
LTI systems similar to optimal control and (ii) a Graph Convolutional NNC (class of Graph
Neural Networks (GNNs) [75]) involving feedback control uˆ(x(t)) for non-linear dynamics.
Figure 3: Neural network archi-
tectures.
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When using feedback control uˆ(x(t)) over a finite time horizon,
the input state x(t) might reoccur. As a deterministic model, the
neural network then requires the time variable t as input similar to
generate a different control value2. The Exponential Linear Unit
(ELU) is used as an activation for the LTI case, as it provides a
smooth alternative to the Rectified Linear Unit [72]. A large number
of ReLU activations often leads to numerical instabilities during
training, as the discontinuity of its derivative around 0 seems to
make the ODE stiff and hence difficult to integrate with an ODE
solver. For the control of LTI systems, we use the LBFGS optimizer,
which is a quasi-newton optimizer that relies on the approximation of
the inverse Hessian [45]. For non-linear systems, a non-parametrized
version of the Adam optimizer is used [38].
4 Experimental Setting and Performance
Although learnability is guaranteed for neural networks and control functions that satisfy Corollary 1,
it may not be the case that NNC converges within reasonable time periods. To test the convergence and
performance properties of the proposed NNC framework, we perform different numerical experiments
on the following graphs with N = 1024 nodes: (i) square lattice with 512 driver nodes, (ii) random
tree with 573 driver nodes, and (iii) Barabási–Albert graph with 714 driver nodes and attachment
parameter m = 1. We evaluate the performance of the proposed neural network architectures for
microscopic and macroscopic control tasks in terms of energy E and loss function J values. In this
section, we discuss the results for the square lattice, and in the SM we extend our analyses to other
graph structures and experimental parameters.
To train NNC and account for dynamic interaction intervals, we use the Dormand–Prince [67]
ODE solver [17] for all presented control cases. Performance evaluation is done on a fixed number
of interactions to avoid performance artifacts from varying interaction intervals between different
methods. For each control interaction3 the outlined NNC algorithm changes the control signal at a
fixed time step t = m∆t, m ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }.
For performance evaluation and baseline comparisons in the LTI case, we employ a classical Runge–
Kutta scheme that uses the interaction interval ∆t as integration time step. In the non-linear case,
we use the implicit Adams–Bashforth (multistep) method [50, 17] to determine and limit possible
effects of stiffness-related instabilities. This method has varying time steps, but control interactions
still happen at the predetermined interval. We optimize hyperparameters (e.g., number of epochs,
network architectures etc.) interactively for each control task. One training epoch corresponds to one
full control trajectory on which the neural network is trained.
While applying NNC to the outlined control tasks, we use an adaptive learning rate to counteract
issues related to stiff ODEs and large losses. Furthermore, as NNC overfits, its performance increases
on high interaction frequencies and deteriorates in low ones. This behavior is evaluated in the
microscopic LTI control task, for which we train NNC for 304 epochs and evaluate its performance
2 This problem is similar to state aliasing in reinforcement learning (RL) [53]. Another possible way to
address this issue is to extend/augment the model inputs with a hidden state that allows the network to preserve
an internal state over time, following the intuition behind RNNs [41] and Augmented Neural ODEs [24].
3We refer to control signal changes as “interactions” and evaluate different control scenarios for different
values of that parameter.
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Table 1: Aggregate results (median and Interquartile Range (IQR)) over samples for a lattice graph, microscopic
(Table 1a) and macroscopic (Table 1b) control with Neural-Network Control (NNC) and Optimal Control (OC)
of CT-LTI dynamics. Highlighted values indicate higher performance for the given metric and interval values.
(a) Microscopic control
Energy MSE loss
∆t Method Median IQR Median IQR
10−2 NNC 1.06×10
5 2.27×104 9.69×10−3 5.17×10−3
OC 1.76×105 2.8×104 2×10−1 5.97×10−2
10−3 NNC 1.68×10
5 1.5×104 1.23×10−3 3.98×10−4
OC 1.7×105 2.69×104 2.06×10−3 5.9×10−4
10−4 NNC 1.68×10
5 1.49×104 2.54×10−4 1.55×10−4
OC 1.69×105 2.68×104 2.49×10−5 6.87×10−6
(b) Macroscopic control
Energy Wasserstein
Method Median IQR Median IQR
NNC 8.71×102 2.11×102 3.07×10−4 4.79×10−5
OC-Perm 2.33×106 7.56×105 1.45×10−3 7.41×10−4
NNC-OC-Perm 9.75×102 2.24×102 2.32×10−4 2.27×10−5
for ∆t = 0.01. Then we resume training for 720 epochs and continue with a performance evaluation
for smaller time steps ∆t = 0.001, 0.0001. In the macroscopic case, NNC is trained for 64 epochs
and in the non-linear case the network is trained for 100 epochs. For all cases, a training epoch lasts a
few minutes. The best performing model in terms of loss J is always preserved and evaluated. Our
implemented architecture designs are summarized in Fig. 3. A fully connected (FC) architecture is
used for LTI. This architecture has several millions of parameters and for memory efficiency we use
the adjoint method [17]. However, for non-linear dynamics on graphs, a simple FC architecture was
not suitable anymore, and we switched to more complex GNN architectures. A GNN architecture [65]
with less than 100 parameters is used for non-linear control. For more details on NNC architectures,
see the SM.
4.1 LTI Control Experiments
Microscopic Loss Experiments. For LTI systems x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), we set the control time
parameter to T = 0.5 and determine the driver matrixB according to the maximum matching method.
Other values of T do not affect reachability and controllability, but may introduce scaling problems
that can lead to numerical overflows and neuron saturation.
Higher interaction frequencies (i.e., larger numbers of control interactions) approximate continuous
time systems with a higher precision, but lead to a considerable increase in computation time. For
microscopic control of LTI systems, we evaluate each control scenario for ∆t ∈ {10−2, 10−3, 10−4}.
For evaluation of other control cases we use ∆t = 10−3. This approach allows us to study the
NNC performance for different interaction frequencies. As a baseline for LTI control, we use the
optimal control (OC) framework of Ref. [47] (see Sec. S1.1 for further details). Optimal control is a
continuous method and not affected by the step interval. For the approximation of the integral term
in the Gramian calculation (see Eq. (S5)), we decompose the domain in 100 subintervals and apply
Simpson’s quadrature.
For microscopic control, NNC shows superior performance for higher interaction intervals (∆t =
10−2, ∆t = 10−3) in all evaluation metrics (see Table 1a). The performance superiority is evident
especially when the control is discretized with ∆t = 10−2, which can be qualitatively confirmed
by Fig. 4a. For the lowest interaction interval (∆t = 10−4), optimal control outperforms NNC in
terms of smaller loss values J(x(t),x∗) and the energy difference between both types of control
is within approximation error. The superior performance of optimal control in the limit ∆ → 0 is
expected from optimal control theory. Neural-network-control learning is stable once an appropriate
learning-rate value is selected and numerical instabilities become less common (see Fig. 4d). A large
number of training epochs and allowing the integrator to evaluate smaller interaction intervals could
potentially further increase the neural network performance on lower interaction intervals.
An unexpected observation is the similarity of OC and NNC in terms of their energies E[u(T )].
Although we do not use any explicit energy regularization for training NNC, it achieves relatively low
energy values Fig. 4b, which almost perfectly coincide with those of OC. We show the corresponding
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correlations between the energy of NNC and OC in Fig. 4c. This behavior can be observed for different
target states and graph structures (see Sec. S1.6 for a more detailed analysis). It is remarkable since
NNC has a linear output activation (see Fig. 3a) and is still able to learn control inputs which are
highly-correlated with those of OC.
Figure 4: Comparison of NNC and OC controls on a single microscopic control sample. Results are similar for
other samples. (a) Controlling LTI system from random initial state to target state x∗ with different number of
control interactions ∆t. NNC control shows stable performance across different time-scales. (b) NNC is having
low energy control signal. (c) NNC and OC signals are highly correlated. (d) Stable training loss of NNC.
(a) Reached states for NNC, OC under interaction intervals
of varying length.
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Macroscopic Loss Experiments. In Table 1b, we summarize the quantitative results on LTI macro-
scopic control with Wasserstein loss. We sample pairs {(x0,i,xi∗)}100i=1, where values for x0, x∗ are
i.i.d. samples from uniform and normal distributions, respectively. In order to use optimal control as
a baseline with macroscopic constraint x∗, we study the “OC-Perm” baseline, which is based on m
random permutations {xi∗}mi=1 for each x∗ target constraint vector. Note that every sample {xi∗}mi=1
preserves the macroscopic constraint of the empirical distribution α(x) = 1N
∑
i δ(x−xi) associated
with target state x˜∗. In our experiments, we use m = 1000 random permutations in the OC-Perm
baseline for each macroscopic target constraint. In doing so, we explore the ensemble {xi∗}mi=1 of
possible microscopic targets that are all obeying the macroscopic property constraint x˜∗. As expected,
the OC-Perm baseline reaches the state, that has low Wasserstein distance from target state (2nd
row of Table 1b). At the same time, the OC-Perm baseline takes large energy costs compared to
our NNC approach (1st column of Table 1b). None of the m = 1000 evaluated permutations with
OC-Perm managed to reach similar energy levels of NNC, indicating the difficulty of minimizing the
energy with macroscopic constraint. To give more insights in the macroscopic loss constraint, we
study an additional hybrid “NNC-OC-Perm” baseline. For the NNC-OC-Perm baseline, each target
constraint x˜∗ runs in two stages: (i) NNC control of x0
NNC(x˜∗)−−−−−→ xT , which satisfies x˜∗, and (ii) OC
of x0
OC(xT )−−−−−→ xˆT . We observe that both NNC and NNC-OC-Perm carry the initial state distribution
to the target distribution in a similar manner (see Fig. S1a). The presented sample score is shown in
Fig. S1e. For all samples, the minimum significant correlation value is 0.64 and only 4 samples score
below 0.8.
4.2 Control of Non-Linear Dynamics
For the control of a non-linear dynamical system, we focus on a class of epidemic models (SIR-X)
that accounts for quarantine interventions [48]. We extend the model [48], with dynamic control
signals with graph topology. The dynamics of node i is described by a set of rate equations:
S˙i(t) = −βSi(t)
∑
j
Ai,jIj(t)− (κ0,i + uˆi(t)1i∈B)Si(t)
I˙i(t) = βSi(t)
∑
j
Ai,jIj(t)− γIi(t)− (κ0,i + uˆi(t)1i∈B)Ii(t)
R˙i(t) = γIi(t) + (κ0,i + uˆi(t)1i∈B)Si(t),
X˙i(t) = (κ0,i + uˆi(t)1i∈B) Ii(t),
(3)
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subject to
∑
i [Si + Ii +Ri +Xi] = 1 (i.e., the total population is conserved) and∑
i [κ0,i + uˆi(t)1i∈B] ≤ K (i.e., the control budget is limited), where Ii(t), Si(t), Ri(t), and
Xi(t) denote the probability of node i to be infected, susceptible, recovered, and contained, respec-
tively. The parameters β and γ are the infection and recovery rate, parameter κ0,i describes the
effect of containment interventions (e.g., social/physical distancing) and the control signal uˆi(t) is
applied to driver nodes only and represents dynamic containment measures. The indicator function
1i∈B has nonzero value 1 iff node i is a driver node. To determine the target time T , we observe the
process without control and set its value to t, such that the mean infection over all nodes at time t
is approximately zero I¯i(t) ≈ 0. The SIR-X dynamics experiment (β = 6, γ = 1.8, R0 ≈ 3.33) is
evolving on a square lattice, where the initial infection starts from a deterministic selection of nodes
in the upper right quadrant. Our control goal is to constrain epidemic outbreaks (i.e., “flattening” the
infection curve) in the subgraph G∗, which is located in the bottom-left quadrant (see Fig. 6). This
goal can be formulated as the L2 microscopic loss w.r.t. the maximum point of an infection curve
(see Sec. S1.7 for further details).
In order to select an appropriate baseline model, we briefly summarize some constraints that become
relevant for the control of networked non-linear dynamics. Note that NNC has no direct information
on which nodes are part of subgraph G∗, as it is only given via the loss-function value. A baseline
that takes structural node properties (e.g., node degree) into the account, may be a good baseline for
structural-heterogeneous graphs, but not for regular structures like lattices. Clearly, a weak baseline
(RND) would be assigning random control inputs to driver nodes. However, a targeted constant
control baseline (TCC), which in the presence of an “oracle” assigns constant control inputs to every
driver node in G∗, is a strong baseline for constant control. In Fig. 5, we observe that NNC is
providing strong protection with total energy costs that are not as high as TCC (see Table 2. We
also studied the performance of dynamic control baselines, such as continuous-action RL, with fully
connected neural networks or our variant (see Fig. 3b) as policy architecture and the training routines
of SAC [32], TD3 [27], and A2C [52]. However, even after testing different reward designs and
parameters settings, none managed to perform better than our baselines. It may be possible that
extensive reward engineering, and other model upgrades may lead to better performance. More
details are presented in Sec. S1.7 and S1.8.
Table 2: Energy and peak infection evaluation.
Control maxt(I¯(t)) E(T )
TCC 0.068 14059.7
NNC 0.078 8354.7
RND 0.210 4687.0
F 0.430 0.0
Figure 5: SIRX control evaluation.
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Figure 6: Inital infection, target subgraph, and control trajectories for SIR-X dynamics. Baselines: Targeted
Constant Control (TCC), Random Contant Control (RND), and free dynamics with no control (F). Colorscale
plots, represents 99.5% of the presented values for dynamics with NNC controls.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
Contrary to Ref. [17] that parameterizes the derivative of hidden states using neural networks,
our neural-ODE systems describes controlled (non-)linear dynamics on graphs. Neural-network
control approximates dynamical systems based on observations of the system-state evolution and
determines control inputs according to pre-defined target states. In general, neural networks are able to
approximate any control input as long as they satisfy corresponding universal approximation theorems.
However, in practice, NNC needs to deal with different numerical hurdles such as large losses and
stiffness problems of the underlying ODE systems. By testing NNC on various graph structures and
dynamical systems, we provide evidence that these hurdles can be overcome with appropriate choices
of both hyperparameters and numerical ODE solvers. Our results show that the control inputs of NNC
8
are highly-correlated with those of optimal control (OC), suggesting that NCC is having implicit
energy regularization, resulting from the joint interplay of neural-network initialization, gradient
descent, and ODE solvers. Future studies may further investigate this observation and study the
effectiveness of NNC under additional constraints such as partial observability and delayed/noisy
controls.
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6 Broader Impact
Scientific advancements have been carried by the ability to quantify, predict, and finally control
different phenomena and systems. Controlling dynamical systems has a wide range of application in
many fields, ranging from engineering, finance, complexity science to social sciences and biology.
In engineering, a lot of optimal and feedback control methods exist. However, our method may
become useful for controlling large scale non-linear systems. For other fields, our method can be
used to simulate and experimentally evaluate controlled continuous dynamics models. To provide
evidence for the general applicability of our neural-network control (NNC) method, we apply it
to a non-linear ODE system that describes networked epidemic processes. Researchers from other
fields (e.g., biology) can use our method to generate meaningful controls on simulations that involve
mass-action kinetics for proteins and gene regulatory dynamics, as long as a meaningful target and
control can be defined.
In the field of computational social science, the proposed methods can be used to study the effects of
certain control strategies on real-world phenomena such as the spread of disinformation (or “fake
news campaigns”) on social media platforms. Current developments in deep learning have provided
us with many useful tools that are used to simulate, analyze, and predict a wide spectrum of social
dynamics. Still, the amount, granularity, and quality of data required to perform such studies often
conflict with privacy, fair treatment, and autonomy of individuals. When designing experiments that
involve any deep learning method, and especially NNC, privacy preservation and autonomy should be
of the highest priority. For example, in our simulations, the selection of driver nodes is done without
constraints. This should not be the case in a corresponding real-world application, especially in social
systems where nodes are usually matched to individuals.
Frameworks of participatory and self-determined control should be developed in case of social studies,
where individuals are free to choose whether they want to be selected as driver nodes. In such studies,
individuals should be aware and consenting with a control scheme and its targets; otherwise, the
ethics and motives behind such a study are highly questionable. Disruption of oppressive control
strategies (e.g., propaganda and censorship) can be also quantitatively studied, as disrupting controls
can be learned via NNC on continuous dynamics that describe those strategies. Studies on asymmetric
control strategies, where competitive controls have highly varying budget constraints, can now be
trained and studied with less implementation effort. Using a simulation-trained NNC to control
real-world social systems directly may not produce expected results, as reality is not fully captured
by ODE-type systems. All in all, NNC as all technological advancements should comply with the
interests of a whole society and not to suppress individual freedoms.
Finally, we believe, that our work in machine learning and systems control will inspire and open
novel theoretical and practical innovations in the fields of complex systems, computational social
science, quantitative biology, and finance.
10
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S1 Supplementary Material for NNC: Neural-Network Control of
Dynamical Systems on Graphs
S1.1 Linear Time-Invariant Systems
Mathematically, networked linear time-invariant (LTI) systems are described by
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (S1)
whereA ∈ RN×N is a matrix that represents interactions between nodes (e.g., traffic/information flow
and social ties) and B ∈ RN×M is a driver matrix that connects control signals with corresponding
nodes. The outlined problem setting is known as the control problem of LTI systems [2]. As for the
more general dynamical system Eq. (1), we will approximate external inputs Bu(t) with a family of
parameterized neural networks and refer to this type of control problem as NNC of LTI systems on
graphs.
An LTI system is controllable if and only if
C = [B,AB,A2B, . . . , AN−1B] (S2)
has full rank, which is known as Kalman’s rank condition [6]. Intuitively, this condition is a
consequence of analyzing products of the Taylor expansion elements of the matrix exponential
exp[A(t− τ)], which appears in the solution x(t) = ∫ t
0
exp[A(t− τ)]Bu(τ) dτ with x(0) = 0, and
matrix B. For LTI systems, there exist optimal control methods [8] that minimize the energy
E[u(t)] =
∫ T
0
‖u(t)‖22 dt, (S3)
where ‖·‖2 denotes the L2 norm. The corresponding optimal control signal is
u(t) = B>eA(T−t)W (T )−1v(T ), (S4)
where v(T ) = x(T )− eATx0 is the difference between target state x(T ) and initial state x(0) under
free evolution. The matrix W (T ) is the controllability Gramian and defined as:
W (T ) =
∫ T
0
eAtBB>eA
>t dt. (S5)
The external input u(t) of Eq. (S4) is chosen such that the applied control minimizes energy and is
solved by Pontryagin’s maximum principle [18].
S1.2 Learnability of Neural Control for LTI Systems
As reachability of a target state x∗ from an initial state x(t0) implies the existence of a control
function u(t) [9], we now focus on the question whether u(t) can be learned (i.e., approximated) by
a neural network.
There exist several common formulations of universal approximation theorems (see e.g. the Stone–
Weierstrass theorem [13]), yet in this paper we focus on a subset of theorems relevant to neural-
network architectures [19, 11, 12, 5]. Single-layer neural networks with arbitrary numbers of
ridge-activation-function neurons can approximate any continuous function g : RN → R [7]. The
universal-approximation capability of single-layer neural networks also extends to arbitrary-depth
convolutional and recurrent-neural networks [19, 11, 12]. Multilayer neural networks with N inputs
and bounded numbers K ≤ N + 4 of ReLU-activation-function neurons per layer can approximate
Lebesgue-integrable functions [5]. Approximations for a single output can be extended to M outputs
by using M neural networks that satisfy universal approximation. The proposed framework and its
ability to address a wide range of control challenges is motivated by the following corollary that
extends the universal approximation theorems of Refs. [19, 11, 12, 5].
Corollary 1. Given that (i) a target state x∗ is reachable with continuous time dynamics f(x,u)
(see Eq. (1)) and (ii) the control function u(t) is continuous or Lebesque integrable in its domain, a
neural network for which a corresponding universal approximation theorem applies can approximate
a control function uˆ(t;w)→ u(t), by learning parametersw.
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Proof. Reachability of a target state guarantees the existence of a control function u [9]. A continuous
or Lebesque-integrable control function can be approximated via a neural network architecture that
satisfies a corresponding universal approximation theorem [19, 11, 12, 5].
Corollary 1 can be also extended to LTI systems.
Corollary 2. In LTI systems, existence and learnability of a control function are guaranteed for any
pair of initial and target states (x(t0),x∗) given that the Kalman-rank condition is satisfied.
Proof. If an LTI system satisfies the Kalman-rank condition, it is controllable for any pair of initial
and target states (x(t0),x∗ ∈ X) [1]. The control function is continuous and can therefore be
approximated by neural networks that satisfy corresponding universal-approximation theorems.
This equivalence between reachability and controlability does not hold for any kind of dynamics.
Here we distinguish between reachability, describing whether a control state can be reached from any
initial state, and controllability, which implies that any initial state can be driven to a target state via a
control.
S1.3 Spatially Dependent Target
Here we describe how the CT-LTI microscopic target states (see Fig. 4a) are created. The node target
and initial state values are dependent on the node position in the graph. All nodes are initialized with
a state value of 0. We then choose one or more nodes in the graph, which we term central nodes.
These nodes are assigned a state value xj = p(x = µ), where p is the probability density function of
the normal distribution N(µ, σ). Every node in the graph updates its value based on the shortest-path
length from any other central node according to
xi = xi +
∑
j
p
Å
µ+
shortest_path_length(i, j)
c
3σ
ã
(S6)
where c is some constant to normalize the shortest-path length. The factor 3σ is used to scale the
normalized shortest path output within 3 standard deviations from the mean value. For example, if
we set c = 10, then all nodes that have shortest path length greater than 10 are assigned a value less
than p(µ+ 3σ), which is very close to 0. By using this assignment method each node is assigned a
value, which is spatially dependent, i.e. their values are dependent to the distance from a fixed node
in the graph.
S1.4 Neural Network Architecture Details
For non-linear dynamics, the NN architecture that we used for LTI systems often leads to ODE
stiffness and other numerical instabilities, such as exploding losses and weights. This could potentially
be a result of the large number of parameters, as small parameter changes may lead to highly non-
linear controls that make the ODE stiffer. For that reason, we use a graph neural network (GNN)
architecture, which reduces the parameters and also utilizes the knowledge of the graph structure. For
non-linear control, feedback control yielded higher performance, as it can be efficiently combined
with the GNN architecture. The convolutional layer takes a tensor z˜ of shape cin×N×max_degree(G)
as input, where cin is the number of input channels. Each input channel is assigned to the respective
states of SIR-X (ι, s, r, q), yielding cin = 4 channels. N tensors out of cin channels are stacked
together, with each tensor representing the input of each node in the graph. The maximum degree of
the network is used to determine the input vector for each node and a given channel. The node input
contains only the state values of its direct neighbors Ai,j = 1 and is padded with 0s to match the
maximum degree. Graph neural network models are more stable and the use of ReLU activation is
again possible. ReLUConvolutional layers are stacked ξ times, until the last dimension of the input
tensor reaches the minimum value closer to 2. Each convolutional layer has a different number of
output channels, and its filters slide across the last dimension of its input with a kernel shape 3× 1
and stride 1. We connect the convolutional layers with average pooling layers that have kernels of size
2× 1 producing an output with the same dimensions as the network input before channel assignment
of states. The output can then be given to the network as input. This process input-output-input
process is repeated several times, by setting the output of the average pooling as input and re-feeding
it to the convolutions. This is referred to as message-passing or information propagation and is done
2
to ensure that nodal information is passed to non-direct neighbors via the hidden-state outputs that
are reused as inputs. Four message passes are used in our experiments, and the rest of the layers are
relevant to the control structure (e.g., number of elements) and constraints. When message passing
terminates, the output dimensions are reduced as its channels are averaged to a vector of size N . The
vector inner product of the averaged hidden state the driver matrix is calculated, thus allowing only
relevant values to the control nodes to be used for control. A softmax layer is then applied, converting
the values of all control nodes to a probability of assigning budget to that node. All node values can
be considered the logits of that softmax operation. As non-driver nodes values are also fed to the
softamax with value of zero, the neural network learns to push the softmax values of this nodes to
zero. Each driver node is assigned budget proportional to its assigned probability. All non-driver node
probabilities are masked to zero to disallow leaks of budget outside of driver nodes. This mechanism
follows the intuition behind attention mechanisms [17], shifting control attention to the driver nodes
that the model determines as more crucial. In the described case, we train NNC for 100 epochs.
S1.5 Other Graph structures
The results observed for the lattice are also confirmed for Barabási–Albert and random tree graphs.
As summarized in tables S1 to S4, NNC preserves the low-loss/low-energy behavior for different
graph structures. Furthermore, average control correlations over all samples in the macroscopic case
are even higher for these graphs. SIRX dynamics are only tested on the lattice graph for the sake of
visual clarity and interpretability of baselines controls. While running our experiments, other graph
structures were successfully tested, but a rigorous research on non-linear dynamics and different
graph structures will be conducted in the future.
S1.6 MSE loss and induced gradient
Our results indicate that NNC control signals u(t;w) (see Algorithm 1) are strongly correlated with
optimal control signals that minimize the energy
E[u(t)] =
∫ T
0
‖u(t)‖22 dt. (S7)
The NNC algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is based on minimizing the mean square loss
J(t) =
1
N
‖x∗ − x(t)‖22 (S8)
in terms of a gradient descent
w(n+ 1) = w(n)− η∇w(n)J(T ;w(n)), (S9)
where η is the learning rate. Note that x(t) in Eq. (S8) is a function of u(t;w).
We can expand u(t;w(n + 1)) = u(t;w(n) + ∆w(n)) with ∆w(n) = −η∇w(n)J(T ;w(n)) for
small ∆w(n) and fixed t:
u(t;w(n+ 1)) = u(t;w(n)) + Ju∆w(n), (S10)
where Ju is the Jacobian of u with elements (Ju)ij = ∂ui/∂wj . Note that ∆w(n) can be made
arbitrarily small using a small learning rate.
Since ∆w(n) ∝ ∇w(n)J(t;w(n)) and
∇w(n)J(t;w(n)) = JTu ∇uJ, (S11)
we find
u(t;w(n+ 1)) = u(t;w(n))− ηJuJTu ∇uJ. (S12)
Based on the outlined arguments, we conclude that a gradient descent inw may induce a gradient
descent in u according to Eq. (S12), where the square matrix JuJTu acts as linear transformation on∇uJ .
In Fig. S2a, we show a typical evolution of ‖u‖2 and ‖w‖2 over 2000 training epochs and observe
that ‖u‖2 indeed evolves in a qualitatively similar manner as ‖w‖2, as expected from Eqs. (S9) and
(S12). As the norm ‖u‖2 of the learned control input approaches the optimal control norm value
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(green dashed line in Fig. S2a), the corresponding MSE reaches a minimum (see Fig. S2b). Another
clear indicator for the described induced gradient descent are the positive correlations between
‖u(n)− u(n− 1)‖2 and ‖w(n)−w(n− 1)‖2 that we show in Fig. S2c.
It is also important to note that the current neural network parameter initialization produces very
low energy control trajectories before training, due to the way how neural networks are initialized.
We provide a statistical argument for this, by finding the empirical distribution of energy control
E[u(t;w(0))] (see Fig. S8). In that case, the initial control trajectories in the provided NNC ELU
FC architecture start with energy values way lower than optimal control, distributed in the interval
[5, 7]. During training, gradient descent induced in u slowly increases the energy of the control until
it finds one that minimizes loss. The previous observations of induced gradient descent together with
the NNC initialization (low energy distribution) provide empirical arguments for the implicit energy
regularization of NNC.
S1.7 Nonlinear Network SIRX dynamics
The budget constraint (see Sec. 4.2) and the ability to only control driver nodes do not allow to create
dense impenetrable walls of containment, as an infection can still pass through contained nodes
at a lower rate. As TCC is a static control it already protects the driver nodes from t = 0 on, so
TCC-controlled nodes will be infected very slowly. Assigning all budget to all driver nodes of interest
also minimizes wasted “containment” budget. Still, distributing the budget to a smaller number
of nodes increases the L2 norm of the control, making controls very expensive when considering
quadratic energy costs. To have a control with less energy, it is important to distribute the budget to
more nodes, therefore enabling more global containment and less containment on the target sub-graph.
In Fig. S3, we show that NNC actually uses the control to slowly drive the epidemic to places that it
can better contain. Still, for RL and NNC, we see that after some time controls reemerge on areas
that were initially infected. This could be a learning artifact or a control effort to minimize infection
peaks caused from delayed infections. For our experiments we choose that infection rate β = 6,
recovery rate γ = 1.8, and R0 = β/γ = 3.33. For all controls the budget is 600. The loss that NNC
minimizes is defined as:
J(w) = [max
t≤T
I¯G∗(t)]
2. (S13)
Back-propagation happens at time t∗ = arg maxt≤T J(w). This time is approximated by preserving
a sample of states when using the ODESolve, and picking the maximum observed peak infection
from that sample.
S1.8 Reinforcement Learning Baselines in SIRX
Reinforcement learning results are not included in the main paper, as our goal was to introduce a new
specialized control framework. In this section, we compare our NNC results with those obtained
using RL. Reinforcement learning is often described as “model-free” and addresses the (i) prediction
problem and (ii) control problem [15]. We note that RL approaches may suffer from credit assignment
challenges, where a reward signal is uninformative regarding the specific actions (especially in terms
of time) that help reach the goal [14]. In contrast to RL, the proposed NNC is not model-free and
the underlying gradient descent is directly calculated from the loss function. Therefore, we do not
need to consider value prediction and credit assignment. It is possible to design a model-free NNC by
learning the underlying system dynamics simultaneously with control, which could be an interesting
future extension of our work. Note that a direct performance comparison between RL and NNC
in terms of target loss may be considered unfair especially towards RL methods, unless extensive
hyper-parameter optimization is performed beforehand.
We first implement SIRX dynamics as an RL environment. The softmax operation and budget
assignment discussed in Sec. S1.4 take place in the environment and RL computes the softmax logit
values over all driver nodes. Reinforcement learning is allowed to interact with the environment
in a fixed interaction interval ∆t = 10−2. A2C and SAC implementations are taken from Stable-
Baselines31. Both implementations were tested for different parameter sets and trained for at least
50000 steps/epochs. Unfortunately, no implementation was able to “flatten the curve” considerably
better than random control. Next, we use the TD3 implementation from Tianshu2, which currently
1 https://github.com/DLR-RM/stable-baselines3
2 https://github.com/thu-ml/tianshou
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showcases high-speed benchmarks and allows more customization of policy/critic architectures. The
corresponding RL training takes around 17 seconds per epoch, whereas NNC takes approximately 5.5
seconds per epoch. Neither TD3 or NNC fully utilized the GPU in terms of computing and memory
resources, often staying below 50% of usage, while memory utilization usually was below 10GB per
method.
We show an overview of the hyperparameters that we use to train TD3 in Table S6. For more detailed
explanations of these hyperparameters, see Ref. [4] and the Tianshu documentation3. Several baseline
architectures in RL frameworks are often fully-connected multilayer perceptrons. Still, we observe
that the graph neural network presented in Fig. 3b was more efficient in converging rewards in less
computation time. We trained all models for 100 epochs and stored and evaluated the best model. In
SAC and A2C, one training environment was used, whereas TD3 was sampling from two independent
environments simultaneously due to its computational speed.
In terms of parameters both the TD3 policy network and NNC GNN have exactly the same parameters,
but training is very different, as the gradient flows presented in Algorithms 1 and 2 and Fig. 2 cannot
happen. The value function is now used for the calculation of similar gradients by predicting the
cumulative reward signal. We studied several possible reward designs, and in the end we rigorously
tested the following rewards:
The first reward signal we tested is calculated based on the mean number of infected nodes belonging
to the target sub-graph I¯G∗(t) at time t:
r1(t) = −(I¯G∗(t))2∆t. (S14)
Although this reward seemingly provides direct feedback for an action, it also leads to several
challenges. First, it does not necessarily flatten the curve, but it minimizes the overall infection
through time. Such a reward could, for instance, potentially reinforce actions that lead to “steep”
peaks instead of a flattened infection curve, as in practice it minimizes the area under the I(t) curve.
Furthermore, as current containment controls may have effect if applied consistently and in the long
term, such reward design suffers from temporal credit assignment, since the reward value depends
on a long and varying sequence of actions. Finally, any actions that happen after the peak infection
occurrence will still be rewarded negatively, although such actions do not contribute to the goal
minimization.
The next reward
r2(t) =
®
0 , if t < T
−(maxt≤T I¯G∗(t))2 , otherwise (S15)
is designed to overcome the aforementioned shortcomings. This reward signal is sparse through time,
as it is non-zero only at the last step of the control when the infection peak is known. The main
property of interest of Eq. (S15) is that it has the same value as the loss that we used to train NNC
(see Eq. (S13)). This reward signal also suffers from credit assignment problems. As the reward is
assigned at a fixed time and not as a direct result of the actions that caused it, the corresponding reward
dynamics is non-Markovian [16]. To address challenges caused by rewards with non-Markovian
properties, reward shaping[3] and recurrent value estimators [10] can be used. Furthermore, n–step
methods or eligibility traces can be evaluated if we expect the reward signal to be Markovian but with
long and/or varying time dependencies.
The final reward r3(t) that we evaluated and used in the presented results is designed with two
principles in mind: ∑
t
r3(t) ∝∼ maxt≤T (I¯G∗(t))
2 (S16a)
arg min
t≤T
∑
t
r3(t) = arg max
t≤T
(I¯G∗(t)). (S16b)
Following those principles, the reward signal is approximately proportional to and provides infor-
mation about the value of the infection peak used in the NNC loss calculation. The reward sum
minimizes exactly at the time when peak infection occurs. This property is expected to reduce effects
3https://tianshou.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api/tianshou.policy.html?highlight=
td3#tianshou.policy.TD3Policy
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of temporal credit assignment. When aiming to replace the proportionality in Eq. (S16a) with an
equality, we reach the following reward signal design:
r3(t) =
®
0 , if I¯G∗(t) ≤ maxτ<t(I¯G∗(τ))
−I¯2G∗(t) + (maxτ<t I¯G∗(τ))2 , otherwise
(S17)
It is straightforward to show that Eq. (S17) indeed satisfies
∑
t r3(t) = maxt≤T (I¯G∗(t))
2 and
Eq. (S16b). This reward greatly improved performance without resorting to recurrent value estimators
or further reward shaping. Still, after all proposed reward design and hyper-parameter optimization,
NNC still has a higher performance (see Fig. S6a), although TD3 performs better than random
control.
In Fig. S3a and S3b the dynamic controls of both RL and NNC seem to focus on protecting the target
sub-graph by containing the infection as it spreads. In contrast to targeted constant control, they
succeed in doing so by protecting driver nodes outside the target sub-graph. When comparing the
dynamic control patterns, the budget allocation of NNC seems to be much more concentrated on
specific nodes, and it creates more often contiguous areas of containment.
In Fig. S5 and S6, we also show the evolution of S(t), R(t), and X(t). We observe that TCC and
NNC show clear signs of flattening the curve by preserving the highest susceptibility fraction and
lowest recovery fraction at time T , which can be interpreted as less susceptible nodes becoming
infected and needing to recover. The random method outperforms the other frameworks in terms
of effective containment fractions, as random control assignments at each time step let the disease
spread such that higher infection fractions I(t) are reached in the target sub-graph and therefore
drivers with high infection fractions are effectively contained when controlled. Although low energy
effective containment might seem favorable at first sight, it is not optimal in terms of flattening the
curve with restricted budget, as it allows high infection fractions to occur within an area of interest.
Budget restrictions often do not allow to fully constrain the spread in all infected nodes.
In Fig. S4, we observe that although RL does not converge in terms of critic and actor loss, it still
converges to a higher reward. This confirms that RL is capable of controlling continuous dynamics
with arbitrary targets, but it requires significant parametrization and training effort to have good stable
value estimates.
Finally, we tried to examine transfer learning capabilities from NNC to RL. A closer look at Fig. 3b
and S7 reveals that the parametrized structures used for NNC and RL are the same, i.e. there are
no weights in the control layers of Fig. 3b. This means that the architectures trained with NNC can
be used as the “logit” action policy in RL, showcasing an effective use of transfer learning. In the
given example, the RL policy network starting with trained NNC parameters, is further trained for
100 episodes. After training, RL had a similar performance as NNC since both methods flatten the
curve at approximately I¯G∗ = 0.0788. This means that RL did not improve the solution generated by
NNC. This example can be used to illustrate the interplay between NNC and RL and how they can be
used in synergy, e.g. when back-propagating through continuous dynamics is too expensive for high
number of epochs. Reinforcement learning can be used as a meta-heuristic on top of NNC, and the
latter can be treated as an alternative to imitation learning.
S1.9 Hardware and code
Our experiments were mainly conducted on a dedicated server that was equipped with an NVIDIA
TITAN RTX GPU, 64GB of RAM, and an Intel I9 8-core 9900KF processor. Source files including a
README and IPython scripts are provided in the attached supplemental material. Partial code tests
with assertions were conducted to examine (i) stiffness, (ii) numerical errors or bugs, and (iii) validity
and similarity of the same dynamics controlled by different models.
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The code project general structure is organized as follows:
nnc–code
controllers: for non-neural network controllers.
experiments
linear: for linear dynamics
sirx: for non-linear SIRX dynamics
data_gen: for generating graphs and intial/target states.
helpers
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S1.10 Figures
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Figure S1: Comparison of NNC and OC controls on a single macroscopic control sample on a lattice. Results
look similar for other samples.
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Figure S4: RL learning performance evaluation plots using Tensorboard using 0.8 smoothing.
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Figure S5: SIRX curves for all baselines in the target subgraph G∗.
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S1.11 Tables
Table S1: Microscopic results on Barabasi Albert graph.
Energy MSE loss Wasserstein loss
Interval Method Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR
0.0001 NNC 1.87×10
4 3.13×103 3.4×10−6 4.23×10−6 2.94×10−6 3.16×10−6
OC 1.68×104 3.9×103 7.16×10−7 1.84×10−6 6.04×10−7 1.51×10−6
0.001 NNC 1.88×10
4 3.13×103 3.18×10−4 3.41×10−4 1.79×10−4 1.91×10−4
OC 1.68×104 3.91×103 1.44×10−5 2.1×10−5 1.27×10−5 1.77×10−5
0.01 NNC 1.84×10
4 2.79×103 1.84×10−2 1.77×10−2 8.49×10−3 8.8×10−3
OC 1.71×104 3.97×103 1.07×10−3 1.11×10−3 6.76×10−4 5.8×10−4
Table S2: Miroscopic results on tree graph.
Energy MSE loss Wasserstein loss
Interval Method Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR
0.0001 NNC 2.43×10
4 1.06×103 6.39×10−8 4.16×10−8 5.12×10−8 2.51×10−8
OC 2.34×104 1.51×103 5.11×10−8 4.62×10−9 3.96×10−8 1.9×10−9
0.001 NNC 2.44×10
4 1.06×103 3.57×10−6 4.13×10−7 2.46×10−6 2.33×10−7
OC 2.35×104 1.51×103 5.09×10−6 4.27×10−7 3.68×10−6 6.06×10−7
0.01 NNC 2.44×10
4 1.67×104 3.4×10−4 8.93×10−2 2.39×10−4 6.18×10−2
OC 2.39×104 1.54×103 5×10−4 4.33×10−5 3.19×10−4 1.09×10−4
Table S3: Macroscopic results on Barabasi Albert graph.
Energy MSE Wasserstein
Method Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR
NNC 2.75×103 3.22×102 7.98 5.72×10−1 2.42×10−4 6.01×10−5
OC 1.88×105 2.49×104 1.52×10−4 9.43×10−5 7.69×10−5 2.29×10−5
OC-NNC-Perm 2.72×103 3×102 2.43×10−4 7.93×10−5 2.06×10−4 5.71×10−5
OC-Perm 1.92×105 2.68×104 1.54×10−4 1.12×10−4 7.7×10−5 3.13×10−5
Table S4: Macroscopic results on tree graph.
Energy MSE Wasserstein
Method Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR
NNC 2.59×103 3.75×102 7.93 5.57×10−1 1.4×10−4 4.43×10−5
OC 3.31×105 3.72×104 9.35×10−5 1.21×10−5 6.69×10−5 6.43×10−6
OC-NNC-Perm 2.58×103 3.76×102 9.2×10−5 8.9×10−6 8.98×10−5 8.42×10−6
OC-Perm 3.31×105 4.26×104 9.33×10−5 1.25×10−5 6.65×10−5 7.84×10−6
Table S5: Energy and peak infection evaluation including RL baseline.
Control maxt(I¯(t)) E(T )
TCC 0.068 14059.7
NNC 0.078 8354.7
RL 0.132 5831.9
RND 0.210 4687.0
F 0.430 0.0
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Table S6: TD3 parametrization
Hyper-Parameter Value Tested Values
Actor learning rate 0.0003 0.0003, 0.003, 0.03
Actor architecture GNN GNN, FC
Critics learning rate 0.0001 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01
Critics architecture FC FC
τ (Polyak update parameter) 0.005 0.005, 0.05
γ (discount factor) 0.99 0.5, 0.8, 0.99, 1
exploration noise 0.1 0.1
update frequency of actor parameters 4 epochs 1–4 epochs
policy noise 0.001 0.001. 0.01, 0.1
noise clip 0.5 0.5, 0.2
reward normalization True True, False
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